Fractions on Number Lines
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u Black goo oozes
from the skin of one
of the world’s oldest
human-made mummies.
Scientists must stop
the goo before the
mummy breaks down
and is lost forever.
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Scientists
investigate
what’s
destroying
ancient
mummies
in Chile
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T
p The Chinchorro people mummified all their
dead. This mummy family was buried together.

When something dies, it usually decays, or
breaks down. A mummy is a dead body that
doesn’t decay. People can make mummies with
a process that stops decay. Or mummies can be
made naturally in certain environments.

he mummy room
at a museum
in Arica, Chile,
contains hundreds
of mummified human corpses.
But that’s not the spookiest
part. Some of the mummies are
oozing mysterious black goo!
Scientists fear the goo could
cause the delicate mummies to
break down.
The San Miguel Museum
in Arica is home to the world’s
largest collection of mummies.
The preserved bodies have
lasted for 7,000 years. They’re
about 2,000 years older than the
oldest Egyptian mummies.
People of the ancient
Chinchorro culture were making
mummies in the Arica region
from 5050 b.c. to 1800 b.c.
Unlike the ancient Egyptians,
who made mummies only of
noble people, the Chinchorro
mummified everyone who
died—adults and children alike.
There are about 300
mummies in the museum.
Scientists believe many more
are buried throughout the
desert region. It’s one of the
driest areas in the world, getting
less than a millimeter of rain
each year.
Because of these conditions,
the mummies have lasted
for thousands of years. Now
changes in the climate have put
the mummies at risk.

Growing Black Goo
People working at the
museum noticed the black
jelly growing on mummies a
few years ago. It was quickly
continued on page 12 
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lab at Harvard. Scientists put a
sample of the black jelly in a dish
with nutrients that bacteria use
as fuel. Sure enough, microbes
started growing in the dish.
The team put these microbes
on normal mummy skin to see if
the goo would appear there too.
It did. The microbes fed on the
mummies’ skin and released the
black goo as waste.

Hungry Microbes
In the lab, scientists discovered
that the bacteria were common

microbes. They’re found in the
desert region’s soil. The bacteria
love warm, humid weather.
Humidity is a measure of
moisture in the air. The warmer
the temperature, the more
moisture the air can hold.
The Arica region is normally
warm and very dry. But over
the past 10 years, it has become
more humid. These conditions
awoke the hungry microbes in
the museum. “Give them the
opportunity and they’ll go to
work,” says Mitchell.

Mummies Around the World

Mummies exist
worldwide. Here’s where
some of the world’s
most famous mummies
have been found.
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CHILE

DENMARK

ITALY

EGYPT

5050 b.c. – 1800 b.c.
Chinchorro mummy makers
took the bodies apart, removed
their organs, and put them
together again using sticks,
twine, and clay. Clay masks
OCTOBER
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and wigs covered
their heads.

800 b.c. – 200 a.d.
Lack of oxygen and soggy,
acidic bogs preserved
some ancient bodies
naturally in Denmark and
other nearby European
countries.

3350 b.c. – 3100 b.c.
This ancient hunter,
known as the Ice
Man, was naturally
mummified thanks to
icy conditions in the
Alps mountains.

2600 b.c. – 364 a.d.
Making a royal mummy
in ancient Egypt involved
removing organs, preserving
the body with substances,
and wrapping the body with
hundreds of yards of linen.
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spreading. The museum staff
called on Ralph Mitchell for
help. He’s a microbiologist
at Harvard University in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Mitchell studies microbes,
or microscopic organisms,
like bacteria. Microbes exist
everywhere—from the surface of
your skin to the bottom of
the ocean.
Mitchell and his team
suspected that microbes might
be causing the black jelly. So
they did an experiment in a
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Future Protection
It’s clear that moisture in the
air is harming the mummies.
“But how do you protect
them from the climate?” asks
Archana Vasanthakumar. She’s
a microbiologist who works
with Mitchell. The climate
influences the conditions
both inside and outside the
museum.
Using Mitchell’s data, she
and other scientists at the San
Miguel Museum are studying
how to prevent the bacteria
from eating more mummy
skin. Meanwhile, Chilean
officials are planning to build
a new museum that can help
protect the mummies by
keeping the temperature and
humidity low.
“Our goal is to have these
ancient artifacts be preserved
for generations,” says
Vasanthakumar. “That way our
kids and grandkids will be able
to see how our ancestors lived.”
—Alexa C. Kurzius
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Fractions on Number Lines

With a fraction number line, you can visualize the parts of
a whole and compare the values of numbers. Use fraction
number lines to answer the following questions.

1A.

Harvard scientists kept
the lab between 72 and 73
degrees Fahrenheit. They
measured temperature in
1
increments of 10 of a degree.
Suppose you were to draw a
number line . Between which
two whole numbers should you
draw your line?
B. Draw your number line with
fractional units in tenths.

2A.

One day, the lab’s
2
temperature is 72 10
6
degrees. The next day, it is 72 10
degrees. Plot these numbers on
the number line you made for 1B.
B. On which day was the
temperature warmer? Explain
how you know.

3A.

One day, the
temperature cools to
5
71 10 degrees. If you were to
warm the lab by 8 tenths of a
degree, what would the new
temperature be? Write an
equation and plot your answer
on a number line.

q A museum worker examines a
mummy in the mummy room of the
San Miguel Museum in Arica, Chile.

B. Is your answer from part A
within the normal temperature
range of the lab?

4 A.

To protect historic
artifacts , some museums
store artifacts at around 60
degrees Fahrenheit. Let’s say
one museum keeps
temperatures between 58 and
62 degrees. Draw a number
line to reflect this range.
B. Is 62 102 degrees within the
range from part A? Prove your
answer by plotting the value on
your number line.
C. If you were to cool the
temperature from part B by
4
10 of a degree, would the
museum artifacts be protected?
Show your answer on the
number line.
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The table below shows 3
months of average high
temperatures in Arica, Chile.
AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

64 9
10

66 2
10

7
68 10

Between which 2 months was
there a greater increase in
temperature? Explain.
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Let’s say that one year,
the high temperature in
6
Arica, Chile, was 7 10 degrees
warmer than the average high
temperature for September.
What was the temperature?
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